
            
            
            
            
            
  

 
 

The Japanese Government Bond (JGB) weekly continuation chart above with accompanying 
stochastic oscillator (14 period) provides technical evidence that the market has made a failed 
test of its April 2013 high at 146.44.  Shown on the chart is a rising wedge pattern (converging 
rising black trend lines during June – December 2013).  Rising wedges are universally 
considered to imply pending negative technical price action – usually exaggerated downside 
price response.  The wedge support line was violated the week ending December 6, 2013 and 
that breakdown was accompanied by a downturn in the stochastic indicator – confirmation of a 
bearish divergence versus the November 15, 2013 stochastic downturn.  We view combined 
price-momentum behavior during the first two weeks of December as a signal that the rally seen 
throughout the second half of this year has failed at a Fibonacci-related 78.6% retracement of 
the dynamic April  May 2013 collapse.  Furthermore, our judgment call on that behavior is that a 
long-term top has been made.  Corroborating evidence of that would be a weekly close below 
the illustrated 40-week moving average (blue line currently at 143.99).  These comments define 
our negative intermediate-to-long-term outlook for the JGB unless the November high at 145.24 
is exceeded. 
 
The below chart shows our current wave interpretation of JGB action since the April high.  
Briefly, we consider the 2-day collapse/bounce sequence in early April as being waves I and II 
of what will eventually be a V-wave sequence.  Following the II-wave high, price weakness into 
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mid-May is a 5-swing, non-overlapping sequence that we interpret as the first of five legs that 
will comprise wave III (annotated as III_1, red box).   We think that that the prolonged and 
overlapping May – November rally is the second swing in wave III (annotated as III_2, red box).  
The December 11 down-gap should mark the start of swing III_3 although we expect a reflex 
gap filling rally prior to sustained price weakness that should challenge the May 23, 2013 low at 
140.70. 
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Note:  Some price points in the inactive front month Comex, CME and CBT futures (i.e. the continuation chart plots) 
may have been extrapolated from prices in the first active month and may reflect either the official exchange session or 
electronic data that occurs after official exchange hours.  In those markets closing daily values generally approximate 
the Globex close at 5:00 - 5:15 PM ET. 
 
Charts constructed with Omega Research SuperCharts and Equis MetaStock. 
Data Source: Commodity Systems Inc.; Reuters DataLink 
 
This report is for informational purposes only and is not intended as an offer or solicitation with respect to the purchase 
or sale of any commodity, futures contract, or option contract.  Although the statements of facts in this report have been 
obtained from and are based upon sources that are believed to be reliable, we do not guarantee their accuracy and any 
such information may be incomplete or condensed.  We do not assume responsibility for typographical or clerical 
errors in this report.  All opinions included in this report are as of the date of this report and are subject to change 
without notice.  Employees of Eidetic Research may hold positions in futures, options or cash markets that are either in 
accordance with, or contrary to, stated conclusions within this report. 

 


